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Abstract
In this article we prove that any closed, oriented, hyperbolic 3-manifold with nontrivial second homology
has many quasigeodesic #ows, where quasigeodesic means that #ow lines are uniformly e$cient in measuring
distance in relative homotopy classes. The #ows are pseudo}Anosov #ows which are almost transverse to
"nite depth foliations in the manifold. The main tool is the use of a sutured manifold hierarchy which has
good geometric properties. ( 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
In this article we prove that any closed, oriented, hyperbolic 3-manifold with nontrivial second
homology has many quasigeodesic #ows, where quasigeodesic means that #ow lines are uniformly
e$cient in measuring distance in relative homotopy classes. The #ows are pseudo-Anosov #ows
which are almost transverse to "nite depth foliations in the manifold. The main tool is the use of
a sutured manifold hierarchy which has good geometric properties.
The best metric property a #ow can have is that all its #ow lines are minimal geodesics in their
relative homotopy classes, which amounts to being minimal geodesics when lifted to the universal
cover. Suspensions of Anosov di!eomorphisms of the torus and geodesic #ows on the unit tangent
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bundle of surfaces of constant negative curvature have this property. Even for these examples one
has to choose an appropriate metric to get the minimal property. If the metric is changed the #ow
lines are only quasigeodesics: when lifted to the universal cover, length along #ow lines is
a bounded multiplicative distortion of length in the manifold plus an additive constant. The
concept of quasigeodesic has the advantage of being independent of the metric in the manifold. We
say that a #ow is quasigeodesic if all #ow lines are quasigeodesics.
Our main interest is in hyperbolic manifolds. In these manifolds, a quasigeodesic in the universal
cover is a bounded distance from some minimal geodesic [39]. This, among other reasons, makes
quasigeodesics extremely useful in studying hyperbolic manifolds [10,39,40,31]. In particular, the
quasigeodesic property for #ows has many applications as we will see below.
A natural question to ask is: how common are quasigeodesic #ows? We describe the known
classes of examples and at the same time give some important applications of the quasigeodesic
property in these cases. Notice that Zeghib [43] proved that there cannot exist a continuous
foliation by geodesics in a closed hyperbolic 3-manifold. On the other hand, in their seminal work
[11], Cannon and Thurston showed that if a hyperbolic 3-manifold M "bers over the circle, then
M has a quasigeodesic #ow which is transverse to the "bers. Afterwards Zeghib [43] gave a quick
and elementary proof that for an arbitrary compact manifold M which "bers over a circle, any #ow
transverse to the "bration is quasigeodesic. The #ow constructed in [11] is the suspension of
a pseudo-Anosov homeomorphism of the "ber [6]. Hence, it is a pseudo-Anosov #ow, that is, it has
stable and unstable foliations in the same way as Anosov #ows do, except that one allows p-prong
singularities along "nitely many closed orbits. The quasigeodesic and pseudo-Anosov properties of
this #ow are used in an essential way in Cannon}Thurston’s proof that lifts of "bers to the universal
cover extend continuously to the sphere at in"nity, providing examples of sphere "lling curves [11].
Later on Mosher [34] produced examples of quasigeodesic #ows transverse to a class of depth
one foliations in hyperbolic 3-manifolds. These are also pseudo-Anosov #ows. In addition Mosher
showed that the quasigeodesic behavior combined with the pseudo-Anosov property for #ows on
hyperbolic manifolds can be used to compute the Thurston norm for surfaces [32,33].
The quasigeodesic property for Anosov #ows in hyperbolic 3-manifolds has also been extensive-
ly studied by Fenley who showed that there are many examples which are not quasigeodesic [16].
In addition the quasigeodesic property for Anosov #ows is related to the topology of the stable and
unstable foliations in the universal cover [17] and implies that limit sets of leaves of these foliations
are Sierpinski curves [18]. At the end of the introduction we will describe one important
application of the quasigeodesic property proved in this article.
The main goal of this paper is to show that quasigeodesic #ows are quite common. If M3 is
closed, oriented, irreducible with H
2
(M)O0 and if fO0 in H
2
(M), then Gabai [20] constructed
a taut, "nite depth foliation F whose set of compact leaves represents f. Given such F in
a hyperbolic 3-manifold, Mosher [35], following Gabai, constructed pseudo-Anosov #ows which
are almost transverse to F. Almost transverse means that it will be transverse to F after an
appropriate blow up of a "nite collection of closed orbits (see detailed de"nition in Section 4).
Main theorem. Let M be a closed, oriented, hyperbolic 3-manifold with nonzero second betti number
and let f a nonzero homology class in H
2
(M). Let F be a taut, xnite depth foliation whose compact
leaves represent f, and U a pseudo-Anosov yow which is almost transverse to F. Then U is
a quasigeodesic yow.
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If the compact leaves ofF are "bers, the main theorem follows from the above-mentioned result
of Zeghib by showing that every #ow line of U hits the compact leaves. If some compact leaf is not
a "ber the theorem easily follows from a more general result:
Theorem A. Let M be a closed, hyperbolic 3-manifold with a taut, xnite depth foliationF, so that some
compact leaf is not a xber of M over the circle. Let U be a yow transverse to F and let UI be the lifted
yow to the universal cover. Then U is quasigeodesic if and only if UI has Hausdorw orbit space.
The orbit space of a #ow is the quotient space obtained by collapsing each #ow line to a point.
We remark that the only if part of Theorem A is straightforward. One might also ask whether the
condition in Theorem A is nonvoid, that is, if there are #ows transverse to Reebless "nite depth
foliations for which the orbit space of UI is not Hausdor!. Indeed this is possible. Examples are easy
to construct containing a #ow invariant annulus Z in M, so that #ow lines induce in Z a two-
dimensional Reeb foliation. In that situation clearly the orbit space of UI is not Hausdor!.
When F has a non"ber compact leaf the main theorem follows from Theorem A via two
remarks. (1) The important fact is that for the original pseudo-Anosov #ow U, the covering #ow
UI has Hausdor! orbit space. This is where the pseudo-Anosov dynamics plays an essential role. (2)
This implies that the blown up #ow also has Hausdor! orbit space, and since the blown up #ow is
transverse to F, it is quasigeodesic by Theorem A. As a consequence the original pseudo-Anosov
#ow is also quasigeodesic.
Here are the key ideas in the proof of Theorem A. Some (and hence any) compact leaf of
F represents a quasi-Fuchsian subgroup. Therefore, this leaf lifts to a quasi-isometrically embed-
ded surface in MI , which has excellent geometric properties. In particular, its limit set is a Jordan
curve in the sphere at in"nity and the lift is contained in a bounded neighborhood of the convex
hull of the limit set. That means that if a #ow line in MI keeps intersecting lifts of compact leaves,
these lifts trap the #ow line which then converges to a single point in S2
=
.
Next, we proceed to extend this argument to all orbits. For that, we use sutured manifold
hierarchies and branched surfaces associated to the foliationF. We stress that the hypothesis that
the orbit space is Hausdor! permeates almost every step in the argument. By general principles the
sutured manifolds in the hierarchy have good geometric properties, that is, they are quasi-
isometrically embedded when lifted to the universal cover and the cutting surfaces in the hierarchy
are also quasi-isometrically embedded. The cutting surfaces play the role of compact surfaces in the
appropriate sutured manifold in the hierarchy.
Using an induction argument with the sutured manifold hierarchy, we can show that for any
point in MI , its #ow line in forward time converges to a unique point in the sphere at in"nity S2
=
,
and likewise for the negative direction. This is "rst shown in the compacti"ed universal cover of the
appropriate sutured manifold in the hierarchy and then derived in H3XS2
=
by way of the good
geometric properties of the sutured manifolds. The existence of a unique limit point of #ow lines is
a much weaker property than being quasigeodesic: for example horocycles have this property but
they are not quasigeodesic.
We also show that the limit point map of #ow lines is continuous and that forward and
backward limit points in each orbit are distinct. In both cases the Hausdor! orbit space hypothesis
is used in crucial steps. These last two properties usually do not hold when the orbit space is not
Hausdor!. Quasigeodesics satisfy all of these three properties.
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These results only keep track of a somewhat weak asymptotic behavior of a #ow line, related to
the topology of H3XS2
=
: checking whether each half #ow line has a unique limit point in H3XS2
=
(the limit is in S2
=
) and continuity properties of such limit points. For general paths these properties
do not a priori determine the rough location of the #ow line (relating to the geometry of H3)
* which must be the case for quasigeodesics. For #ows however, these properties are indeed
su$cient to ensure quasigeodesic behavior as proved by:
Theorem B. Let U be a yow in M3 closed hyperbolic. Suppose that:
(a) each half orbit of UI has a unique limit point in S2
=
,
(b) for a given orbit, the forward and backward limit points are distinct,
(c) the forward and backward limit point maps are continuous.
Then U is quasigeodesic.
This theorem is the "nal piece needed in the proof of the induction step.
Finally, we describe an important application of the main theorem. If E is any leaf of a Reebless
"nite depth foliation in M3 closed hyperbolic then it has a hyperbolic metric which is quasiconformal
with the original Riemannian metric induced from M. The universal cover F of E is isometric to
H2 producing an inclusion map u :F+H2PMI +H3. When the map extends continuously to the
ideal boundaries (L
=
F+S1
=
, L
=
MI +S2
=
) for all leaves of FI , we say that F has the continuous
extension property. This means that the asymptotic behavior ofFI is very good. Recall that a foliation
(singular or not) is quasi-isometric if, in the universal cover, distance along leaves is at most a bounded
multiplicative distortion of distance in the ambient manifold. Equivalently, the inclusion of a leaf into
MI is a quasi-isometry from the path metric to the ambient metric. This is the analogous concept of
quasigeodesic for foliations of higher dimension. A nonsingular foliation in a closed hyperbolic
3-manifold is never quasi-isometric [15], but there are many examples of quasi-isometric singular
foliations in such manifolds [19]. In a subsequent article the following is proved:
Theorem (Fenley [19]). LetF be a Reebless, xnite depth foliation in M3 closed, hyperbolic. Suppose
that F is transverse to a quasigeodesic pseudo-Anosov yow U. Suppose also that the stable and
unstable foliations of U are quasi-isometric. Let E be a leaf ofF with a hyperbolic metric quasiconfor-
mal with the induced Riemannian metric from M. Let F be a lift of E to MI and u : FPMI be the
inclusion map. Then u extends to a continuous map u :FXL
=
FPMI XS2
=
and u DL
=
F gives a continu-
ous parametrization of the limit set of F. In addition there is a large class of foliations satisfying the
hypothesis of the theorem.
The nontrivial hypothesis in this theorem are: (1) U is actually transversal to F as opposed to
being only almost transversal, which is guaranteed by the general construction of Mosher/Gabai.
There are many examples where the stronger transversality property holds [19]. (2) the
stable/unstable foliations (F s,F u) of U are quasi-isometric. As shown in [19] the last condition
follows if, in the universal cover, the lifted foliationsFI s,FI u have Hausdor! leaf space. This in turn
follows if there are no freely homotopic closed orbits of U in M. The last condition can be veri"ed
for a large class of examples [19].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we prove a generalization of Theorem B, which
also applies to closed invariant sets of U. This is needed in the inductive step of the proof of
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Theorem A. In Section 2 we study sutured manifold hierarchies adapted to "nite depth foliations
and also prove the needed geometric properties of the sutured manifolds. In Section 3 we prove that
conditions (a,b,c) of Theorem B hold for #ows satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem A, and as
a consequence derive Theorem B. In Section 4 we study pseudo-Anosov #ows and prove the main
theorem. Finally in Section 5 we describe various problems related to the ones addressed in this
article.
1. From continuous extension to quasigeodesic behavior
Here are the basic de"nitions we need concerning quasi-isometries and quasigeodesics. A good
source for foundational material on quasi-isometries is [3], especially Chapter 10 by Ghys and De
la Harpe on ‘In"nite groups as geometric objects (after Gromov)a and Chapter 11 by Cannon on
‘The theory of negatively curved groups and spacesa.
De5nition 1.1 (Quasi-isometries and quasigeodesics). Given metric spaces (X, d) and (>, d@), a map
f : XP> is a quasi-isometry if there are k*1, c’0 so that for any z,w3X, we have
1
k
d@( f (z), f (w))!c)d(z,w) k d@( f (z), f (w))#c.
Once a metric is "xed we say that f is a (k, c)-quasi-isometry.
Given a metric space X, a quasigeodesic is a map f : IPX which is a quasi-isometry. Here I is an
interval in R, bounded or not, with the Euclidean metric. If f is a (k, c)-quasi-isometry we say that f is
a (k, c)-quasigeodesic.
Remark. In the literature of geometric group theory, what we are calling a ‘quasi-isometrya is
usually called a ‘quasi-isometric embeddinga, and a ‘quasi-isometrya is a quasi-isometric embed-
ding which has the additional property that the image is uniformly close to every point in the target
space: there is k@ such that each point of > is within distance k@ of f (x) for some x in X. Since we
rarely make use of this additional property, we have chosen to use the shorter terminology.
A yow on a manifold X is a continuous action of R on X, i.e. a continuous map t : X]RPX
written (x, t)Pt
t
(x), such that
t
s‘t
(x)"t
s
(t
t
(x)) for all x3X, s, t3R.
A semiyow on X is de"ned similarly, except that the domain of t is a closed subset DLX]R such
that for each x3X, (x]R)WD"x]J for some closed, connected set JLR containing 0, and the
above equation holds whenever the two sides are de"ned. All #ows and semi#ows in this article are
generated by nonzero, continuous vector "elds, i.e. #ow lines are smooth immersions and the
tangent vector "eld is continuous on X.
When t is understood, we often use the following notations:
f x ) t"t
t
(x),
f If JLR is an interval we write xJ"t
J
(x),
f If y"xt let [x, y]"x[0, t] and (x, y)"[x, y]!Mx, yN; also let q(x, y)"DtD.
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De5nition 1.2 (Uniformly quasigeodesic #ows). Let U be a #ow on a compact manifold M. Let
UI be the lifted #ow on the universal cover MI . We say that U is uniformly quasigeodesic if there
exists constants k*1, c’0 such that for each x3MI , the map
f
x
:RPMI , tPxt
is a (k, c)-quasigeodesic.
Since M is compact this property is independent of the parameterization of U (with probably
di!erent constants k, c). Henceforth #owlines are always parameterized by arc length. Given this,
a #ow line in MI is (k, c)-quasigeodesic if for any x, y in the #ow line, q(x, y) k d(x, y)#c. We
sometimes say that #ow lines of U are quasigeodesic.
Remark. In this article we will produce many #ows transverse to foliations which are
quasigeodesic. It is not our objective at all to obtain the best (smallest) constants k, c which work
for a given #ow. In many situations we will really only use one constant, that is, proving that #ow
lines are (k, k) quasigeodesics for some k.
We "rst show that there is a weak form of quasigeodesic behavior which follows from purely
topological properties of the orbit space of UI . Given e,„’0 an e,„ cycle of U is a closed loop in
M obtained from an orbit segment of length ’„ with endpoints less than e apart, closed up by an
arc of length (e. The following lemma does not assume that the manifold is hyperbolic. This
lemma is not logically necessary for proving the main theorem and Theorems A and B; but it
describes additional hypotheses (which are quite common) under which the proofs of these
theorems can be simpli"ed.
Lemma 1.3 (Uniformly proper). Let > be a closed invariant set of a yow U in a closed manifold M.
Let >I be the lift of > to MI . Suppose that
(a) UI D>I has Hausdorw orbit space,
(b) there are e, „’0 so that any e, „ cycle of UD> is not null homotopic in M.
Then for any b’0 there is c
b
’0 (depending only on b) so that if x, y are in an orbit c of UI and
q(x,y)’c
b
then d(x, y)’b.
Throughout the article the distance d refers to the ambient manifold; in this case d is distance
in MI .
Proof. Otherwise there is b’0 and x
i
, y
i
3>I , with x
i
, y
i
in the same orbit c
i
of UI and q(x
i
, y
i
)’i
but d(x
i
, y
i
)(b, for any i3N. Since M is compact, then up to covering translations and taking
subsequences we may assume that x
i
Px and y
i
Py as iP#R. Notice that x, y3>I since >I is
closed.
By hypothesis (a) it follows that x and y are in the same orbit of UI so y"xt for some t3R. By the
local product structure of the #ow along compact orbit segments, there are t
i
Pt so that
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z
i
"x
i
t
i
Py. If i is big enough then q(z
i
, y
i
)’„ and d(z
i
, y
i
)(e, thereby producing e, „-cycles of
UI . These project to null homotopic e, „-cycles of U, contradiction. h
Remarks. (1) Notice in particular that condition (b) implies that orbits of UI are never periodic and
are properly embedded in MI . When (b) holds we say that UD> satis"es the e, „-cycles condition.
(2) Quasigeodesic behavior is the additional property that c
b
is bounded by an a$ne function of
b. In general conditions (a) and (b) are not su$cient to ensure quasigeodesic behavior. For instance,
Anosov #ows always satisfy these conditions [16], but there are many examples of Anosov #ows in
hyperbolic manifolds which are not quasigeodesic [16].
(3) When >"M conditions (a) and (b) together are equivalent to the orbit space O of UI being
homeomorphic to either the plane R2 or the sphere S2. Condition (b) implies that O is a two-
dimensional manifold, and by (a) it is Hausdor!. Since O is simply connected and has no boundary
it is either S2 or R2. This means that the #ow UI is topologically a product #ow in MI . Lemma 1.3
means that topological product #ows always satisfy a weak quasigeodesic property. This is
reminiscent of the same situation for codimension one foliations which was studied in [15]. Finally,
we remark that our main interest is in closed hyperbolic manifolds, where n
2
(M) is trivial. In that
case conditions (a) and (b) of Lemma 1.3 are equivalent to UI having orbit space homeomorphic
to R2.
For #ows in hyperbolic 3-manifolds, we now develop a method to upgrade information about
asymptotic behavior of #ow lines of UI into metric e$ciency of #ow lines. This will be the key tool to
prove uniform quasigeodesic behavior for a large class of #ows in hyperbolic 3-manifolds.
Theorem 1.4. Let> be a closed invariant set of a nonsingular yow U in M3 closed hyperbolic. Suppose
that:
(a) Half orbits converge: For any x3>I each of the two rays of x )R accumulate in a single point of S2
=
,
that is, the following limits exist:
lim
t?‘=
xt"g
‘
(x)3S2
=
and lim
t?~=
xt"g
~
(x)3S2
=
.
(b) For each x3>I , g
‘
(x)Og
~
(x).
(c) The maps g
‘
, g
~
:>I PS2
=
are continuous.
Then the orbits in UI D>I are uniform quasigeodesics: there are k’1, c’0 so that for any orbit c of UI in
>I and for any x, y3c, q(x,y)(kd(x, y)#c.
Notice that conditions (a)}(c) are necessary to get quasigeodesic behavior. Conditions (a) and (b)
follow directly from the fact that single #ow lines are quasigeodesics [25,26,39]. Condition (c) is not
true for an arbitrary collection of quasigeodesics, but holds for uniformly quasigeodesic closed
invariant sets of #ows. Since we will use this last fact in the proof of Theorem A, we provide a proof
in Section 3.
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Proof. Since g
‘
(x)Og
~
(x) for any x3>I , let g
x
be the unique geodesic in H3 with endpoints
g
‘
(x), g
~
(x) and let Lg
x
LS2
=
be the ideal points of g
x
. Given a’0 let ;
a
(g
x
)LH3 be the
neighborhood of radius a around g
x
. We "rst show:
(*) there exists a’0 so that for any x3>I we have x )RL;a (gx).
Otherwise, for any i3N let x
i
3>I with d(x
i
, g
xi
)P#R. All limits in this proof are taken with
respect to iP#R. Up to covering translations and taking a subsequence assume that x
i
Px.
Hence x3>I and by (b), (c) we have
lim g
‘
(x
i
)"g
‘
(x)Og
~
(x)"lim g
~
(x
i
) .
But d(x, g
xi
)P#R, so up to taking a subsequence we may assume that there exists p3S2
=
such
that lim(g
xi
XLg
xi
)"p in the Hausdor! topology on closed subsets of H3XS2
=
+B3. Therefore,
p"lim Lg
xi
"lim Mg
‘
(x
i
), g
~
(x
i
)N,
contradicting that lim g
‘
(x
i
)Olim g
~
(x
i
).
We now assume that UI D>I is not uniformly quasigeodesic and derive a contradiction. There are
two steps in the argument:
Step 1: Using (*) we show that for each i3N there are xi , yi in the same orbit of >I with d(xi , yi )
bounded but q(x
i
, y
i
)P#R as iP#R.
If in addition one knows that UD> satis"es the e,„-cycles condition and UI D
YI
has Hausdor! orbit
space, then the conclusion of step 1 is disallowed by Lemma 1.3, "nishing the proof. However, these
additional assumptions are not necessary because:
Step 2: The conclusion of step 1 is disallowed by conditions (a)}(c).
We need the following de"nitions: given w3H3 and an oriented geodesic gLH3, let P(w, g) be
the hyperplane of H3 containing w and perpendicular to g. Let F(w, g) be the component of
H3!P(w,x) containing the positive endpoint of g in its closure and let B(w,x) be the other
component. For w3g and b’0 let w#b be the point of g with d(w,w#b)"b and w#b in the
ray from w to the positive endpoint of g.
For any x3>I we de"ne o
x
: H3Pg
x
to be the closest point projection onto g
x
. Then for any x, y
in the same orbit of UI in >I ,
d(o
x
(x),o
x
(y)) d(x, y) d(o
x
(x),o
x
(y))#2a (1)
because x, y3;
a
(g
x
).
To prove step 1: Because we have assumed that orbits are not uniformly quasigeodesic, a simple
argument shows that that for any C’0 there is an orbit segment c"[x, y] in >I which satis"es
Length(c)
d(x, y)
’2C and Length(c)’C.
Assume "rst that d(x, y)*1#2a. Hence d(o
x
(x),o
x
(y))*1 by (1). In addition d(x, y)*
d(o
x
(x),o
x
(y)), so
Length(c)
d(o
x
(x),o
x
(y))
*Length(c)
d(x, y)
’2C*C# C
d(o
x
(x),o
x
(y))
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and therefore
Length(c)
C
’d(o
x
(x),o
x
(y))#1’ vd(o
x
(x),o
x
(y))w ,
where vxw denotes the ‘ceilinga function, that is, the least integer*x. Now let us choose
n
0
"vd(o
x
(x),o
x
(y))w , so Length(c)’n
0
C. Also, (n
0
!1)(d(o
x
(x),o
x
(y)) n
0
, so we can "nd
consecutive points o
x
(x)"z
0
, z
1
,2, zn0 "ox(y) on gx such that
d(z
n~1
, z
n
)"1 "1)n(n
0
, 0(d(z
n0~1
, z
n0
) 1.
Let x"x
0
and for 1)n)n
0
, let x
n
be the last point on c"[x, y] such that o
x
(x
n
)"z
n
; so the
points x
0
, x
1
,2, xn0 are consecutive on c and they partition c into subsegments c"c1*2*cn0
with c
n
"[x
n~1
, x
n
]. Since
n0
+
n/1
Length(c
n
)"Length(c)’n
0
C,
then for some n we have Length(c
n
)’C. Essentially, this is the pigeonhole principle in this setting.
This shows that regardless of whether d(x, y)*1#2a or not, we produce a pair x@, y@ so that
d(x@, y@)(1#2a but q(x@, y@)’C. This "nishes the proof of step 1.
We now prove step 2. Let then x
i
, y
i
with d(x
i
, y
i
)(1#2a but q(x
i
, y
i
)P#R. Without loss of
generality, assume that y
i
"x
i
) t
i
with t
i
’0.
Case 1: The sequence of intervals [x
i
, y
i
] has a subsequence with bounded diameter, which we
may assume is the original sequence.
Let v
i
be the middle point in [x
i
, y
i
] (with respect to the parametrization) and up to subsequence
and covering translations assume that v
i
Pv3>I . For any t3R, v
i
tPvt and for i big enough
v
i
t3[x
i
, y
i
]. Since d(v
i
t
i
, v
i
) is bounded, this shows that d(vt, v) is also bounded. It follows that vR is
contained in a bounded set in H3, hence it accumulates in H3 contradicting condition (a) of the
theorem.
Case 2: There are x
i
, y
i
3>I , with d(x
i
, y
i
)(1#2a and diameter([x
i
, y
i
])P#R.
Let g
i
"g
xi
and let o
i
: H3Pg
i
be the closest point projection. Choose w
i
3[x
i
, y
i
] so that
d(o
i
(x
i
),o
i
(w
i
))" max
w|(xi ,yi )
d(o
i
(x
i
),o
i
(w)).
Since diam[x
i
, y
i
]P#R and d(x
i
, y
i
)(1#2a, then d(w
i
, x
i
)<d(x
i
, y
i
). Assume "rst that
w
i
3F(x
i
, g
i
), hence w
i
3F(y
i
, g
i
). If x
i
3B(y
i
, g
i
), then as P(y
i
, g
i
) separates x
i
from w
i
, we can "nd
z
i
, v
i
3[x
i
, y
i
] so that
w
i
3(z
i
, v
i
), o
i
(z
i
)"o
i
(v
i
)"o
i
(y
i
) and o
i
(w)Oo
i
(y
i
), "w3(z
i
, v
i
).
Similarly if x
i
3F(y
i
, g
i
)X P(y
i
, g
i
), we can "nd z
i
, v
i
satisfying the conditions above except that
o
i
(z
i
)"o
i
(v
i
)"o
i
(x
i
). We obtain a similar statement if w
i
3B(x
i
, g
i
).
These arguments show that there are
x
i
, y
i
3>I , o
i
(x
i
)"o
i
(y
i
), o
i
(w)Oo
i
(x
i
) "w3(x
i
, y
i
) and diam[x
i
, y
i
]P#R.
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Fig. 1. Too much backtracking eventually traps orbits in the negative direction.
If (x
i
, y
i
)LF(x
i
, g
i
), let w
i
be de"ned as above. Since g
‘
(x
i
) is in the closure of F(o
i
(x
i
)#1, g
i
) in
H3XS2
=
(where o
i
(x
i
)#1 is computed in g
i
) and y
i
"w
i
r@
i
with r@
i
’0, there must be a point
u
i
"w
i
s
i
with s
i
’0 and o
i
(u
i
)"o
i
(w
i
). In addition we may assume that (w
i
, u
i
)LB(w
i
, g
i
) and
diam[w
i
, u
i
]P#R.
Since d(w
i
, x
i
)P#R these arguments show that in any case there are
x
i
, y
i
3>I , with o
i
(x
i
)"o
i
(y
i
), (x
i
, y
i
)LB(x
i
, g
i
) and diam[x
i
, y
i
]P#R,
see Fig. 1. Up to covering translations and taking a subsequence we may assume that x
i
Px3>I .
By condition (c), g
i
"g
xi
Pg
x
. Also o
i
(x
i
)"o
xi
(x
i
)Po
x
(x), so
P(o
xi
(x
i
)#2, g
i
)PP(o
x
(x)#2, g
x
)
in the topology of closed sets of H3XS2
=
. Then
g
‘
(x)3F(o
xi
(x
i
)#1, g
i
)
for i big enough. Hence there is t
0
’0 so that for i big enough x[t
0
,#R)LF(o
xi
(x
i
), g
i
). It
therefore follows that for i big enough there is r
i
with
r
i
(t
0
#1, and x
i
r
i
3F(o
xi
(x
i
), g
i
).
This contradicts the facts (x
i
, y
i
)LB(o
xi
(x
i
), g
i
) with y
i
"x
i
t
i
and t
i
P#R.
This contradiction implies that there is C’0 so that for any orbit segment c"[x, y] in >I , then
either
Length(c) C or
Length(c)
d(x, y)
) 2C.
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It follows that #ow lines in >I are uniform (2C,C) quasigeodesics. This "nally "nishes the proof of
Theorem 1.4. h
Remark. (1) The above proof works verbatim for Mn closed hyperbolic.
(2) Without much more work, one can also prove this result under more general assumptions:
(i) M is any closed manifold and n
1
(M) is word hyperbolic in the sense of Gromov [26]. In that
case instead of S2
=
one uses the appropriate boundary at in"nity L
=
MI * notice that if M is an
oriented, irreducible 3-manifold then L
=
MI is still a two-dimensional sphere [4].
(ii) > is a compact space on which a #ow U is de"ned, and instead of > being a subset of M we
have instead a continuous function f :>PM. By the pullback construction we have f :>I PMI and
a #ow UI on >I , and Theorem 1.4 applies.
2. Hierarchies
Finite depth foliations are closely related to sutured manifold hierarchies [20}22]. In [22] an
‘internala version of a sutured manifold hierarchy was de"ned, in terms of branched surfaces. We
review this subject here, providing some proofs of known but unpublished information, and we add
some geometric information. For detailed de"nitions concerning foliations and laminations on
3-manifolds see [20}22,24].
A two-dimensional foliation of a 3-manifold M is a decomposition of M into two-dimensional
manifolds called leaves which "t together in a local product structure. A foliation F is taut if it is
transversely oriented, no leaf is a sphere, and each leaf of F intersects some closed curve in
M which is transverse to F. The leaves of a taut foliation are n
1
-injective [36].
A lamination of M is a foliation of a closed subset of M, covered by charts of the form D2](0,1) so
that each component of a leaf intersected with the chart has the form D2]t for some t3[0,1].
A lamination K is essential if it has no sphere leaves, no Reeb components, and if MK is the metric
completion of M!K, then MK is irreducible, boundary incompressible, and end incompressible;
the latter condition means intuitively that LMK has no ‘in"nite foldsa. The leaves of an essential
lamination K are n
1
-injective in M, and the components of M!K are n
1
-injective.
A taut foliation is obviously an essential lamination. It is an exercise in the results of [24] to show
that every sublamination of an essential lamination is essential.
Given a foliationF in a closed manifold M we say that a leaf ‚ ofF is proper if ‚1 !‚ is a closed
subset of M andF is proper if all leaves are proper. In that case Zorn’s lemma implies thatF has
compact leaves, which are then the depth 0 leaves. The depth is an ordinal u de"ned by induction:
a leaf ‚ is at depth u if ‚M !‚ is contained in the union of leaves of depth (u, but not contained in
the union of leaves of depth (u
1
for any u
1
(u. A proper foliation has xnite depth n if n is the
maximum of the depth of its leaves.
A branched surface in a closed 3-manifold M is a smooth 2-complex BLM such that for each
x3B, there is a neighborhood of x in B which is a union of smoothly embedded disks in M, and all
such discs are tangent at x, therefore determining a well-de"ned tangent plane „
x
B. The set of
points where B is not locally a surface is called the branch locus. A sector of B is a complementary
component of the branch locus. In this paper, all branched surfaces will be transversely oriented.
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Fig. 2. Boundary tangencies of semi#ows.
A #ow (or semi#ow) is transverse to B if, for each x3B, the tangent vector to the #ow points to the
same side of „
x
B as the transverse orientation.
Given a branched surface BLM, a semiyow neighborhood ;(B) is a piecewise smooth regular
neighborhood equipped with a semi#ow u satisfying the following conditions. Each orbit of u is
compact, transverse to B, and pierces B in at least one point. There is a deformation retraction
;(B)PB which collapses each orbit of u to a single point of B. If one forgets the orientation and
parametrization of u, one obtains an I-bundle neighborhood of B as in [24]. There is a decomposi-
tion of L;(B) into subsurfaces with disjoint interior
L;(B) "L
v
;(B)XL~
h
;(B)XL‘
h
;(B),
such that orbits of u point inward along L~
h
;(B), outward along L‘
h
;(B), and are internally tangent
along L
v
;(B) as shown in Fig. 2. Each component of L
v
;(B) is an annulus, the orbits of u restricted
to this annulus de"ne a "bration of the annulus over the circle with interval "ber, and the
deformation retraction;(B)PB maps this annulus to an immersed circle in the branch locus of B.
We shall regard the exterior of ;(B) as a sutured manifold, as follows.
A sutured manifold is an oriented 3-manifold P whose boundary is decomposed into surfaces with
disjoint interior as
LP"R
~
PXR
‘
PXAP,
where R
~
P and R
‘
P are disjoint, AP is a collection of annuli called the sutures,
R
~
PWAP"L(R
~
P)LL(AP), R
‘
PWAP"L(R
‘
P)LL(AP)
and each component of AP has one boundary component in R
~
P and the other in R
‘
P. Let
R
B
P"R
~
PXR
‘
P. A sutured manifold P is a product if there is a homeomorphism
(P,AP)+(S]I,LS]I) for some compact surface S. Given a semi#ow on a sutured manifold P, we
say that P is an isolating block for the semi#ow if orbits point outward along R
‘
P, inward along
R
~
P, and are externally tangent alongAP as shown in Fig. 2. A foliation of a sutured manifold P is
required to be tangent to R
B
P and transverse to AP. Near AP, a transverse foliation and
semi#ow appear in cross section as in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. A foliation and semi#ow on a sutured manifold.
If BLM is a branched surface then
P(B)"cl(M!;(B))
has the structure of a sutured manifold where, as indicated in Fig. 2, we have
R
‘
P(B)"L~
h
;(B), R
~
P(B)"L‘
h
;(B), AP(B)"L
v
;(B).
Given a #ow u on M transverse to B, there exists a regular neighborhood ;(B) so that the
restriction of u makes;(B) into a semi#ow neighborhood, and so that P(B) is an isolating block for
u. We say that ;(B) is adapted to u.
A hierarchy on M, in the sense of Gabai, is a sequence of branched surfaces B
0
LB
1
L2LB
N
such that B
0
is a surface, B
n
!B
n~1
is a union of sectors of B
n
for each 1)n)N, and P(B
N
) is
a product. Let S(B
n
)"B
n
WP(B
n~1
); this is a transversely oriented surface properly embedded in
P(B
n~1
), and it is obtained from the sectors B
n
!B
n~1
by removing an open collar of each
boundary component. We may assume that each component c of LS(B
n
) satis"es the property that
either c is a core curve of some suture of P(B
n~1
) or c is transverse to the sutures, meaning that each
component of cWAP(B
n~1
) is an arc connecting opposite boundaries of some component of
AP(B
n~1
). This property is immediate if each component of the boundary of B
n
!B
n~1
either is in
general position with respect to the branch locus of B
n~1
, or is contained in the branch locus.
Otherwise, this property can be achieved by "rst choosing;(B
n~1
) so that the annuli of L
v
;(B
n~1
)
are extremely thin, and then doing a small isotopy of S(B
n
). Note that P(B
n
) is obtained by doing
a sutured manifold decomposition of P(B
n~1
) along S(B
n
), in the sense of [20].
Let F be a transversely oriented foliation in M, with a "xed transversal #ow u. Given
a saturated open set =, let =K be its metric completion. The inclusion n :=6M extends to an
immersion n( :=K PM carrying each component of L=K di!eomorphically onto a leaf of F, but
n( may identify some of these boundary components pairwise. In addition the structure of the
foliation in=K is as follows [9,14]:=K "QX(R]I), where Q is a compact (possibly empty) sutured
manifold, each component of R is a noncompact surface with compact connected boundary, Q is
glued to R]I by identifyingAQ with LR]I, and the restrictions ofF and u to Q and to R]I are
well-behaved as follows. The restrictions to Q give a sutured manifold foliation and semi#ow; and
the restriction of u to R]I is a product #ow, that is, orbits have the form x]I. Note that the
restriction of F to R]I need not have leaves of the form R]t. If a connected open saturated set
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= has Q"0, then=K (or=) is called a foliated product. An important fact is that for any saturated
open set =, at most "nitely many components of = are not foliated products [9,14].
The results above are also true for foliations of sutured manifolds. To see this, "rst double along
the sutures and then double along the remaining boundary and apply the result to the "nal closed
manifold.
Proposition 2.1 (Hierarchy exists). IfF is a taut xnite depth foliation on M and u is a yow transverse
to F, then there exists a hierarchy B
0
L2LB
N
transverse to u with neighborhoods
;(B
0
)L2L;(B
N
) adapted to u, such that the sutured manifolds P(B
n
) and the surfaces S(B
n
) are
n
1
-injective in M, and each component of B
0
is isotopic to a compact leaf of F.
The construction of "nite depth foliations in Theorem 5.1 of [20] proceeds by "rst constructing
a hierarchy and then using it to produce the foliation. The point of this proposition is that all "nite
depth foliations arise by this construction; and we obtain additional information about #ows. Since
we cannot "nd a published proof we provide one, though the ideas are well known.
Proof. LetF
n
be the union of leaves ofF of depth at most n. SinceF is proper,F
n
is closed, hence
it is a sublamination ofF, therefore an essential lamination in M. Let M
n
"M!F
n
, and MK
n
its
metric completion. Then at most "nitely many components of M
n
are not foliated products. Now
we may alter F without altering u, collapsing foliated product components of M
n
; do this
inductively for each n. After the alterations, only "nitely many leaves are isolated, where a leaf ‚ at
depth n is said to be isolated if ‚ is isolated inF
n
. In addition if ‚ at depth n is not isolated, then the
component ofF
n
!F
n~1
containing‚ "bers over the circle with "ber ‚. Next fatten up each of the
"nitely many isolated leaves into a "bration over a closed interval, again altering F without
altering u. Each connected component of F
n
!F
n~1
is now either a "bration over a closed
interval, or a "bration over the circle; the latter are called ‘circulara components of F
n
!F
n~1
.
Under these condition MK
n
is a 1}1 immersed submanifold of M whose boundary components are
leaves of F
n
.
Now, we construct by induction a hierarchy B
0
L2LB
N
and neighborhoods
;(B
0
)L2L;(B
N
) adapted to u so that if 0)n)N then:
(1) ;(B
n
) contains every noncircular component of F
n
!F
n~1
, as well as an interval’s worth of
leaves in every circular component.
(2) F restricts to a foliation of the sutured manifold P(B
n
)"(M!;(B
n
)). It may be a product
foliation in some components of P(B
n
).
(3) The embedding P(B
n
)6P(B
n~1
) is n
1
-injective.
(4) S(B
n
)"B
n
WP(B
n~1
) is n
1
-injective in P(B
n~1
).
IfF is not a "bration over S1, let;(B
0
) be the union of the compact leaves, otherwise let;(B
0
) be
a closed interval of leaves. Properties (1) and (2) are evident. We interpret (3) and (4) by setting
P(B
~1
)"M, and these properties follow because the compact leaves of F are incompressible
surfaces in M.
To continue the induction, given a component Z of P(B
n
) on which the restriction of F and
u does not already give a product structure, we describe the intersections with Z of P(B
n‘1
),
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;(B
n‘1
), and B
n‘1
itself. Let <(L
B
Z) be a neighborhood of L
B
Z in Z so that the restriction of
u has compact orbits, de"ning a product structure with projection map q :<(L
B
Z)PL
B
Z.
Let F@ be the restriction of F
n‘1
to Z. This lamination has depth )1. Its compact leaves
consist of L
B
Z plus foliated products F]I with LF]ILAZ; all but "nitely many of these foliated
products have leaves parallel to a component of L
B
Z. The noncompact leaves ofF@ fall into a "nite
collection of circular components and foliated products, and each end E of a noncompact leaf
‚ spirals into some component F of L
B
Z in the following manner: there is a nonseparating,
properly embedded, connected 1-manifold cLF called a juncture for E, there is a Z-covering space
FI PF to which c lifts homeomorphically, there is a subset ‚
E
L‚ representing E and contained in
<(F) (the component of <(L
B
Z) containing F), and there is an embedding ‚
E
PFI , such that the
maps
‚
E
PFI PF and ‚
E
6<(F)PF
are the same, and the image of L‚
E
is the curve c. If E,E@ are ends of noncompact leaves spiralling
into the same component F of L
B
Z, and if E, E@ are not in the same end of a circular component of
F@, we may assume that the junctures for E, E@ are disjoint but isotopic curves in F.
Let FA be the union of the "nitely many foliated products in F@ which are not contained in
<(L
B
Z), plus a closed interval of leaves in each circular component ofF@, plus L
B
Z. Since Z!FA
is an open subset of Z saturated byFDZ, letting Z!FA be the metric completion of Z!FA, there
is a decomposition
Z!FA"QX (R]I),
where Q is a compact sutured manifold and R]I is a foliated product so that each noncompact
component of R has compact, connected boundary. We can choose Q big enough so that R]I is
contained in <(L
B
Z), and so that the boundary of each component of R projects to some juncture,
thus we can associate a juncture to each component of R. Moreover, if R
1
,2,Rn are components of
R with isotopic junctures c
1
,2, cn lying in a component F of LBZ, then we can choose Q so that
the picture in "gure 4 holds: the curves c
1
,2, cn are ordered so that ciXci‘1 bounds an annulus
disjoint from the other curves; and the ‘"rst hittinga map R
i‘1
PR
i
is continuous for
i"1,2, n!1, where this map is de"ned by starting from a point in Ri‘1 , going along an orbit of
u towards F, and stopping at the "rst point of R
i
.
Now de"ne P(B
n‘1
)W Z"Q. Notice that FA is an essential lamination of Z, hence Z!FA is
n
1
-injective in Z. Since each noncompact component of R has compact, connected boundary, it
follows that Q is n
1
-injective in Z!FA, and property (3) for P(B
n‘1
) follows. Property (2) is easily
checked, as is property (1) for
;(B
n‘1
)"(M!P(B
n‘1
)).
To de"ne the sectors of B
n‘1
intersecting Z, note that the foliation and #ow de"ne a product
structure on (FA!L
B
Z)"G][0,1] for some surface G, not necessarily connected. Each end of
G]0 or G]1 is eventually contained in R]M0N or R]M1N. Let ‚ be the set of x3G such that
x][0,1] is disjoint from R]I (see Fig. 4). Then ‚ is a subsurface of G, and we may regard ‚ as
being embedded in FA transverse to the #ow. Homotop L‚ to a map into B
n
as described below,
and extend the homotopy over ‚. The image of ‚ after the homotopy is the union of sectors of
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Fig. 4. Isotopic junctures.
B
n‘1
!B
n
intersecting Z. To describe the homotopy of L‚, each component b of L‚!AZ lies in
<(L
B
Z), and b projects via u to a juncture; homotop L‚ along orbits of u until b lies on that
juncture. Extend the homotopy of L‚!AZ over all of L‚, so that each arc component of L‚WAZ
maps to an arc in B
n
crossing the branch locus in a single transverse intersection point, and each
circle component of L‚WAZ maps to a circle in the branch locus of B
n
. Because of the properties of
junctures given in Fig. 4, this homotopy may be carried out so that ‚!L‚ is embedded in M!B
n
,
and hence the image of ‚ after the homotopy consists of sectors of B
n‘1
!B
n
whose boundary lies
in B
n
, as required for a hierarchy.
Property (4) for S(B
n‘1
) follows because each component of S(B
n‘1
) corresponds to a compon-
ent of ‚ as above, but components of ‚ are n
1
-injective in P(B
n
).
The only nonobvious points remaining in the proof of the lemma are the statements on
n
1
-injectivity. Using (3) it follows by induction that P(B
n
) is n
1
-injective in M. Using (4), and the
fact that P(B
n~1
) is n
1
-injective in M, it follows that S(B
n
) is n
1
-injective in M. h
We also need some geometric information about hierarchies. Consider a closed, oriented
3-manifold M and a nonseparating incompressible surface F. We say F is a xber if F is a leaf of
a "bration of M over S1. If M is hyperbolic we say that F is quasi-Fuchsian if the representation
n
1
FPn
1
MPIsom(H3) is quasi-Fuchsian. A deep fact due to Marden [28], Thurston [39] and
Bonahon [7], is that when M is hyperbolic then F is either a "ber or quasi-Fuchsian (if F is
separating there is another option, namely that F is a ‘virtual "bera).
Recall from [13,25,26] that a locally compact path metric space X is negatively curved in the large
if it sati"es the ‘thin trianglesa condition: there exists d’0 such that for every geodesic triangle
with sides A
1
, A
2
, A
3
we have A
1
L;d(A2XA3). In this case there is a canonically de"ned ideal
boundary at in"nity denoted L
=
X, and there is a canonical compacti"cation XXL
=
X. If X is
negatively curved in the large, so is any space quasi-isometric to X. If X,> are negatively curved in
the large and f : XP> is a quasi-isometry then f extends canonically to a continuous map
fK : XXL
=
XP>XL
=
> that restricts to an embedding L
=
X6 L
=
>. For example, hyperbolic space
Hn is negatively curved in the large, and its ideal boundary in the sense of Gromov is the same as
the sphere at in"nity Sn~1
=
. Also, any closed convex subset XLHn is negatively curved in the large,
and L
=
X coincides with the set of limit points of X in Sn~1
=
.
Given a group G with a "nite generating set A, the Cayley graph C is the graph with a vertex for
each g3G, and an edge from g to ga for each a3A. By taking each edge to be a path of length 1 we
make the Cayley graph a path metric space. For any two "nite generating sets, the Cayley graphs
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are quasi-isometric. The group G is word hyperbolic if some (and hence any) Cayley graph of G is
negatively curved in the large. Then we let L
=
G"L
=
C. Consider a compact Riemannian manifold
M with G"n
1
(M,x), choose a lift x
0
of x in the universal cover MI and choose loops in
M representing a "nite generating set for n
1
(M). Lifting to MI we have a map of the Cayley graph of
G to MI , which gives a quasi-isometry between G and MI [30]. Therefore G"n
1
M is word
hyperbolic if and only if MI is negatively curved in the large, in which case there is a canonical
identi"cation L
=
G+L
=
MI .
The following proposition is the needed geometric tool for the induction arguments in the next
section.
Proposition 2.2. Let M be a closed, orientable hyperbolic 3-manifold, B
0
L2LB
N
a hierarchy in
M such that P(B
n
) and S(B
n
)"B
n
WP(B
n~1
) are n
1
-injective for all n. Suppose that some component
F of B
0
is a quasi-Fuchsian surface in M. Then:
(1) Each group n
1
(P(B
n
)), n
1
(S(B
n
)) is word hyperbolic.
(2) Each embedding SI (B
n
)6PI (B
n~1
) is a quasi-isometry which takes LSI (B
n
) into LPI (B
n
). Therefore it
extends to an embedding SI (B
n
) XL
=
SI (B
n
) 6 PI (B
n~1
)X L
=
PI (B
n~1
).
(3) Each inclusion PI (B
n
)6PI (B
n~1
) is a quasi-isometry in the path metrics induced from MI . Therefore
it extends to an embedding PI (B
n
) XL
=
PI (B
n
) 6 PI (B
n~1
) XL
=
PI (B
n~1
). It follows that all inclu-
sions PI (B
n
)PH3 are also uniform quasi-isometries.
Remark. The group n
1
(S(B
n
)) may be cyclic, when S(B
n
) is an annulus; or trivial, when S(B
n
) is
a disc.
Proof. Let o : n
1
(M)PPS‚
2
(C) be the holonomy representation of the hyperbolic structure. Given
a subgroup H of o(n
1
(M)) let
f KHLS2
=
be its limit set,
f H(KH)LH3XS2
=
be the convex hull of KH,
f He(KH)LH3XS2= be the union of H(KH) with its e-neighborhood in H3 and
f X
H
"He (KH)WH3.
Since F is quasi-Fuchsian, the group G"o(n
1
(M!F)) is convex cocompact, that is G acts
cocompactly on X
G
; equivalently, G is geometrically "nite [28,39]. It follows that any "nitely
generated subgroup H(G is convex cocompact [8,39] (this simple fact is the key property which
makes all relevant subgroups here to be convex cocompact!). Since X
H
is negatively curved in the
large, and the action of H on X
H
is properly discontinuous and cocompact, it follows that H is
word hyperbolic, proving (1).
Suppose PLM!F is a compact, n
1
-injective submanifold and H"n
1
(P). We show that the
natural inclusion j : PI PH3 is a quasi-isometric embedding, where PI has the path metric induced
from MI .
The natural inclusion n : X
H
6H3 is a quasi-isometric embedding. Let C
H
be the Cayley graph of
H, and consider the two quasi-isometries a : C
H
PX
H
, b : C
H
PPI given by [30]. The maps
n " a, j " b : C
H
PH3
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di!er by a bounded amount, therefore j "b is a quasi-isometric embedding. There is a quasi-
isometry b1 : PI PC
H
which is an inverse of b in the quasi-isometric category, so in particular
b "bM :PI PPI di!ers from the identity by a bounded amount. Thus we have a quasiisometric
embedding
j " b "b : PI PH3
which di!ers from j by a bounded amount, so j is a quasi-isometric embedding.
Given n let P"P(B
n
)LM!F. The above arguments show that PI (B
n
)6H3 is a quasi-
isometry. Hence each PI (B
n
)6H3 extends to a continuous embedding
PI (B
n
) XL
=
PI (B
n
) 6 H3XS2
=
.
To prove (3), the quasi-isometric embedding PI (B
n
)6H3 factors through the natural embedding
PI (B
n
)6PI (B
n~1
), so PI (B
n
)6PI (B
n~1
) is a quasi-isometric embedding. The proof of (2) is similar. h
Remark. Although not logically necessary for our results, it is helpful to keep in mind the following
additional facts:
(4) Each compacti"ed universal cover PI (B
n
)XL
=
PI (B
n
) is a 3-ball.
(5) Each SI (B
n
)XL
=
SI (B
n
) is a 2-disc properly embedded in the above 3-ball.
To prove (4), let P"P(B
n
), let H"n
1
(P), and consider the action of H on H3. In the manifold
H3/H, both of the compact manifolds X
H
/H and P embed as deformation retracts. By [29] it
follows that there is a homeomorphism X
H
/H+P in the correct homotopy class. This homeo-
morphism lifts to an H-equivariant quasi-isometric homeomorphism X
H
+PI , which extends to
a homeomorphism
He (KH)+PI XL=PI
and He (KH) is obviously a 3-ball.
The proof of (5) when S(B
n
) is a disc or annulus is easy. Otherwise there is a hyperbolic metric
with geodesic boundary on S(B
n
), and SI (B
n
)XL
=
SI (B
n
) is therefore a 2-disc, which by (2) is properly
embedded in the 3-ball PI XL
=
PI .
3. Inductive proof of Theorem A
To set up the induction, apply Proposition 2.1 to obtain a hierarchy B
0
L2LB
N
. We use the
following notation. If 0)n)N let P
n
"P(B
N~n
), and let P
N‘1
"M, so
P
0
LP
1
L2LP
N
LP
N‘1
,
the indexing is reversed to facilitate the induction proof. If 1)n)N#1 let
S
n
"S(B
N~n‘1
)"B
N~n‘1
WP
n
,
so S
n
is properly embedded in P
n
, and P
n~1
is obtained from P
n
by removing a regular
neighborhood of S
n
. Since some (and hence all) compact leaves ofF are quasi-Fuchsian, the same
is true for components of B
0
, hence Proposition 2.2 applies.
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Given a #ow line x )R of U, de"ne the codepth to be the minimal integer n such that x )RLP
n
,
and de"ne X
n
to be the union of all #ow lines of codepth at most n. Note that X
n
is the set of all #ow
lines contained in P
n
, and X
n
is closed. As special cases,
X
0
"0 since P
0
is a product and X
N‘1
"M.
The program for the proof of Theorem A is to assume that orbits in X
n~1
are uniformly
quasigeodesic and then show that orbits in X
n
are also uniformly quasigeodesic (with a bigger
quasigeodesic constant). Since X
0
"0 and X
N‘1
"M, induction will show that all orbits are
uniformly quasigeodesic. This will complete the proof of Theorem A.
For notational convenience, throughout this section we write
P"P
n
, X"X
n
, S"S
n
, P@"P
n~1
and X@"X
n~1
.
Let n :PI PP be the universal covering, and let XI "n~1(X).
Fix a connected lift PI @6PI , and let XI @"n~1(X@)WPI @. The induction hypothesis says that orbits in
XI @ are uniform quasigeodesics in PI @. Since PI @6PI is a quasi-isometry (Proposition 2.2, part (3)),
then orbits in XI @ are uniformly quasigeodesic in PI ; using the action of n
1
P by isometries on PI , the
same is true for orbits in n~1(X@). Recall that the hypothesis in theorem A is that UI has Hausdor!
orbit space. This will be used in verifying conditions (b) and (c) of Theorem 1.4.
Remark. As a quick reference for the reader in the future, notice that PI @LPI and XI @LXI .
We will need the following well known simple result [12]:
Lemma 3.1. Let W be a compact metric space with a nonsingular semiyow u parameterized by arc
length. Let X be the set of points x for which u
t
(x) is dexned for all t3R. Then given any d’0, there is
a’0 so that any orbit c of u is in the d-neighborhood of X except perhaps for an initial segment of
length (a and another xnal segment of length (a.
We will also use the following localization property of quasigeodesics.
Proposition 3.2 (Gromov [26], Ghys and de la Harpe [25] and Coornaert et al. [13]). Let M be
a compact manifold with negatively curved n
1
(M). Then for any K’0 there is ‚(K)’0 (usually
‚(K)<K) satisfying: if c is an embedded curve so that any subarc of length )‚(K) is a (K,K)
quasigeodesic then c is a (2K, 2K)-quasigeodesic.
The following essential fact which is a direct consequence of Proposition 2.2 will be used
explicitly or implicitly throughout this section: if c is a curve contained in PI @, then c is
a quasigeodesic in PI @ if and only if c is a quasigeodesic in PI and also if and only if c is
a quasigeodesic in H3. The quasigeodesic constants may di!er. We caution the reader that some
arguments are done in H3 while others are done in PI . The context makes it clear.
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For #ow segments disjoint from S, the following lemma establishes the quasigeodesic property
directly.
Lemma 3.3. There is K’0 so that all yow segments, half orbits or full orbits of UI contained in PI @ are
(K,K)-quasigeodesics of PI ; translating by the action of n
1
(P), the same is true in any lift of P.
At "rst it might seem the result follows immediately from Lemma 3.1. However, even though
a given segment of a #ow line of UI in PI @ is very near the orbits in XI @ except for bounded segments in
start and end, it does not necessarily follow that they are near a single orbit in XI @.
Proof. The full orbits staying in PI @ are precisely the orbits in XI @, which by the induction hypothesis
are (k, k)-quasigeodesic for some uniform k. Fix d
0
’0, with 2kd
0
(1. Let ‚"‚(k#1) be given
by Proposition 3.2. Choose d
1
’0 so that if x, y3PI and d(x, y)(d
1
then d(xt, yt)(d
0
for any
DtD(‚. Choose a’0 so that any orbit in P@ is in the d
1
-neighborhood of X@, except perhaps for
initial and "nal segments of length (a.
Let now x, y3PI @ with y"xt. Choose a subsegment c"[z,w]L[x, y], with
z"xt
1
, w"yt
2
, 0)t
1
(a, !a(t
2
)0, so cL;d1 (XI @).
Let a"[z
0
, w
0
] be a subarc of c with 0(t
3
"q(z
0
, w
0
) ‚. By the choice of d
1
it follows that
there is z
1
3XI @, with d(z
0
t, z
1
t)(d
0
, for any DtD(‚. Since z
1
R is a k-quasigeodesic then
q(z
0
, w
0
)"t
3
"q(z
1
, z
1
t
3
) kd(z
1
, z
1
t
3
)#k
)kd(z
0
, w
0
)#2kd
0
#k(kd(z
0
,w
0
)#(k#1).
Clearly this also works for any subsegment of a, hence a is a (k#1, k#1)-quasigeodesic. By the
previous proposition, one concludes that c is a (2k#2, 2k#2)-quasigeodesic. This implies that
q(x,y)(2a#q(z,w) (2k#2)d(z,w)#(2k#2#2a)
)(2k#2)(d(x, y)#2a)#(2k#2#2a)
"(2k#2)d(x, y)#(2k#2#2a#(2k#2)2a).
Hence any piece of orbit of UI contained in PI @ is a (a
0
, a
0
)-quasigeodesic of PI @, where
a
0
"(4ka#2k#6a#2). Since PI @ is quasi-isometrically embedded in PI , there is K’0 so that any
piece of orbit of UI contained in PI @ is a (K,K)-quasigeodesic of PI . h
Now, we prepare the ground for applying Theorem 1.4 to show that full orbits in XI are uniformly
quasigeodesic. Recall that P@"P
n~1
is obtained from P"P
n
by removing a neighborhood of
S"S
n
. So orbits in X"X
n
not in X@"X
n~1
are those which intersect S. We must study how
orbits in XI !XI @ cross lifts of S in PI , so we embark on a study of these lifts.
Let E be the collection of lifts of S to PI . Any element E3E is transversely oriented and separates
PI . The front of E is the component Fr(E) of PI !E on the positive side of E, and the closure of Fr(E)
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in PI XL
=
PI , is denoted pf(E). The back Bc(E) and its closure pb(E) are similarly de"ned. De"ne
a strict partial order on E where
E(E@ if Bc(E)WFr(E@)"0 and EOE@,
hence in particular E@LFr(E).
Notice that since S is compact, a bounded subset of PI intersects only "nitely many E3E. The
following lemmas strengthen this fact, by showing that sequences in E are limited in how they may
accumulate in the ball PI XL
=
PI ; these lemmas will be useful in analyzing #ow lines of X that cross
S many times. If o : n
1
(M)PPS‚
2
(C) is the holonomy representation, then o(n
1
(P)) is a Kleinian
group which is convex cocompact.
Lemma 3.4. There is J
0
’0 such that if E
1
,2, EJ0 are distinct elements of E, then
L
=
(E
1
)W2WL
=
(E
J0
)"0. If moreover E
1
(2(E
J0
then pbE
1
WpfE
J0
"0.
Proof. First, we need the fact that if H
1
,2, Hn are geometrically "nite Kleinian groups that
generate a discrete group, then KH
1
W2WKH
n
"K(H
1
W2WH
n
). When n"2 this is proved by
Susskind in [38], and the statement for "nitely many subgroups follows by induction.
To prove the "rst statement, suppose that L
=
(E
1
)W2WL
=
(E
J
)O0. Let H
i
Ln
1
P be the
stabilizer subgroup of E
i
, so K(H
i
)"L
=
(E
i
), and by the above argument using Susskind’s theorem
it follows that H
1
W2WH
J
O0. Let f be in the intersection, and let Axis
f
be the axis for f in H3. By
conjugation, we may assume that Axis
f
intersects a "xed fundamental domain D for n
1
M.
Since E is quasi-isometrically embedded in H3, it is R-quasiconvex, that is, for any x, y3EXL
=
E,
the geodesic in E connecting them is at most R distant from the hyperbolic geodesic connecting
them [25,26]. The R is independent of the lift E of S. Thus each E
i
intersects ;
R
(D), the open
R-neighborhood of D. This shows that J)J
0
where J
0
is an upper bound for the number of
distinct E3E intersecting the bounded set ;
R
(D).
To prove the second statement, suppose that pbE
1
WpfE
J0
O0. It follows that
L
=
E
1
WL
=
E
J0
O0,
let m be a point in this intersection. If for some 1)i)n, m N L
=
E
i
, let < be a neighborhood of m in
PI XL
=
PI with E
i
W(<WPI )"0. However since m3 L
=
E
0
WL
=
E
J0
, there are x3E
0
W< and
y3E
J0
W<. Hence x can be connected to y in<WPI , contradicting the fact that E
i
separates E
0
from
E
J0
. But then we have proved L
=
E
1
W2WL
=
E
J0
O0, contradicting the "rst statement of the
lemma. h
The J
0
given by the previous lemma is "xed from now on. The next lemma gives an even stronger
accumulation property.
Lemma 3.5. Given an inxnite sequence E
1
, E
2
,23E such that EiOEj if iOj, suppose there exists
E
0
3E such that E
0
(E
i
for all i*1. Then there is a subsequence E
i (n)
such that pf(E
i (n)
) converges to
a single point m3L
=
PI , in the Hausdorw topology on closed subsets of PI XL
=
PI .
Proof. Choose covering translations f
i
3n
1
P such that f
i
(E
0
)"E
i
. Then f
i
Of
j
when iOj, so by
the convergence group property for Kleinian groups applied to o(n
1
(M)) (see p. 22 of Maskit’s book
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[27]), we may pass to a subsequence so that there is a pair of points m
~
,m
‘
3L
=
P called a source
and sink for the sequence of functions f
i
, meaning that
f
i
D (PI XL
=
PI )!m
~
converges uniformly on compact sets to the constant map with value m
‘
, and f~1
i
D (PI XL
=
PI )!m
‘
converges similarly to m
~
. Since f ~1
i
(pb(E
i
))"pb(E
0
) for all i, it follows that
f~1
i
(pb(E
0
))Lpb(E
0
),
and hence m
~
3pb(E
0
).
If m
~
3 pbE
0
!L
=
E
0
then we are done, because then m
~
N pf(E
0
), so the sequence of maps
f
i
D pf(E
0
) converges uniformly to the constant map with value m
‘
, and hence the images pf(E
i
) of
these maps converge in the Hausdor! topology to m
‘
.
Suppose on the other hand that m
~
3L
=
E
0
. By the previous lemma, for all but "nitely many
E
i
we have m
~
N L
=
E
i
; in particular this is true for some i"i (0). We also have
m
~
N pf(E
i0
) because m
~
3pb (E
0
).
Note that m
~
, m
‘
is a source, sink pair for the sequence f
i
" f ~1
i0
, so the maps f
i
" f ~1
i0
D pf(E
i (0)
)
converge uniformly to the constant map with value m
‘
, and hence their images pf(E
i
) converge in
the Hausdor! topology to m
‘
. h
Now we show that all #ow lines in XI extend continuously to L
=
PI , verifying condition (a) of
Theorem 1.4.
Proposition 3.6 (Extension of orbits). If x3XI , then the following limits exist:
lim
t?‘=
xt"g
‘
(x)3 L
=
PI and lim
t?~=
xt"g
~
(x)3 L
=
PI .
Proof. We only consider forward limits. There are two cases:
Case 1: x[0,#R) eventually stops intersecting n~1(S) (this includes x3XI @).
Let y be the last intersection of x[0,#R) with n~1(S) if any exists, otherwise let y"x. Then
n(y)[0,#R) does not cross S and is contained in P@. Hence y[0,#R) is a (K, K)-quasigeodesic in
PI by Lemma 3.3. Therefore it has a unique limit point in L
=
PI .
Case 2: x[0,#R) keeps intersecting n~1(S).
Let E
0
(E
1
(23E be the elements that x[0,#R) intersects. Thus, all accumulation points
of x[0,#R) are contained in pf(E
1
)Wpf(E
2
)W2. Since this is a nested intersection, it is the same
as the Hausdor! limit of the sets pf(E
1
),pf(E
2
),2, which by Lemma 3.5 is a single point. h
Next we verify condition (b) of Theorem 1.4. We use the following facts: if a and b are two
quasigeodesic rays in H3 with the same ideal point, then there is R’0 (depending on a and b) so
that a is in the R neighborhood of b and vice versa. For a pair of bi-in"nite quasigeodesics with the
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same ideal points there is also a bound, which depends only on the quasigeodesic constant. We also
need the following very useful result:
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that c
i
"x
i
[0, t
i
) and c"x[0,#R) are (k
1
, k
1
)-quasigeodesic yow segments
or rays of PI , where x
i
Px in PI and t
i
P#R in [0,#R]; we allow t
i
"#R. Then x
i
t
i
Pg
‘
(x)
in PI XL
=
PI , where x
i
t
i
means g
‘
(x
i
) if t
i
"#R.
Proof. Here and in the following proofs limits are taken with respect to iP#R. If the
conclusion of the lemma fails then, passing to a subsequence we have x
i
t
i
Pw3PI XL
=
PI with
wOg
‘
(x). Choose R’0 so that any (k
1
, k
1
)-quasigeodesic of PI is at most R distant from
a corresponding minimal geodesic.
Choose disjoint small neighborhoods
f =
0
of g
‘
(x) in PI XL
=
PI ,
f =
1
of w in PI XL
=
PI and
f =
2
of x in PI
so that for any minimal geodesic segment or ray b starting in =
2
and with endpoint in =
1
then
;
R
(b)W (=
0
WPI )"0.
For i big enough x
i
3=
2
and x
i
t
i
3=
1
, so since c
i
is at most R distant from the corresponding
minimal geodesic, then c
i
W(=
0
WPI )"0. But since x
i
Px then by continuity of the #ow UI , it
follows that c
i
W(=
0
WPI )O0 for i big enough, contradiction. h
Proposition 3.8 (Distinct limit points). For any x3XI , g
‘
(x)Og
~
(x).
Proof. There are two cases:
Case 1: xR intersects n~1(S) only "nitely many times.
Then there are t
0
(t
1
3R so that
c
0
"x (!R, t
0
], c
1
"x[t
1
,#R) satisfy c
0
Wn~1(S)"c
1
Wn~1(S)"0.
By Lemma 3.3, c
0
and c
1
are (K,K)-quasigeodesics in PI . Assume they have the same ideal point
p3L
=
PI . Then there are sequences u
i
3c
0
, v
i
3c
1
, such that u
i
Pp, v
i
Pp, and d(u
i
, v
i
) is bounded.
But q(u
i
, v
i
)PR.
Let y"xt
0
and z"xt
1
. Up to taking a subsequence assume that n(u
i
) converges in M. Then
there are covering translations h
i
of PI so that u@
i
"h
i
(u
i
)Pu. Since u
i
3PI @, then n(u)3P@. We can
also assume that v
i
"h
i
(v
i
)Pv and hence n(v)3P@.
Since [z, v
i
] is contained in PI @, it is a (K,K)-quasigeodesic of PI by Lemma 3.3. Since
q(z, v
i
)P#R, it then follows that d(z, v
i
)P#R, so d(h
i
(z), h
i
(v
i
))P#R. Hence up to taking
a further subsequence we may assume that h
i
(z) converges to some point in L
=
PI . Notice that
q(h
i
(z), h
i
(v
i
))P#R, and h
i
(v
i
)Pv.
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Fig. 5. Identi"cation of ideal points in an orbit produces two quasigeodesic orbits with same pair of ideal points. Here
u@
i
"h
i
(u
i
), v@
i
"h
i
(v
i
). This picture is in H3XS2
=
, using the embedding PI XL
=
PI 6H3XS2
=
.
Lemma 3.7 applied to [h
i
(z), h
i
(v
i
)]LPI with k
1
"K and with convergence in the negative #ow
direction implies that h
i
(z)Pg
~
(v). In addition since h
i
(z)[0,#R) contains h
i
(v
i
)Pv3MI and
h
i
(v
i
)"h
i
(z)r
i
with r
i
P#R, it follows that every point in vR is obtained as a limit of points
q
i
3 h
i
(z)[0,#R). Since n~1(P@) is a closed set in MI , this shows that n(vR) is contained in P@ and
therefore vR is a (K,K)-quasigeodesic of PI by Lemma 3.3. In the same way h
i
(y)Pg
‘
(u) and uR is
obtained as a limit of h
i
(y)(!R, 0], hence uR is also a (K,K)-quasigeodesic, (see Fig. 5).
As d(h
i
(z), h
i
(y)) is a constant, it follows that g
~
(v)"g
‘
(u). Since both vR and uR are (K,K)-
quasigeodesics of PI , this equality implies that u and v are not in the same #ow line of UI . But for each
i, h
i
(v
i
) and h
i
(u
i
) are in the same orbit of UI , h
i
(v
i
)Pv, and h
i
(u
i
)Pu. This contradicts the Hausdor!
orbit space condition for UI . We conclude that c
0
and c
1
do not have the same ideal point of L
=
PI .
Case 2: xR intersects n~1(S) in"nitely many times.
Then there is a sequence E
1
(2(E
J0
3E such that xR intersects each, and by Lemma 3.4 we
have pb(E
1
)Wpf(E
J0
)"0. But g
~
(x)3pb(E
1
) and g
‘
(x)3pf(E
J0
) so g
~
(x)Og
‘
(x). h
Finally we prove property (c) of Theorem 1.4.
Proposition 3.9 (Continuity of extension). The map g
‘
:XI PL
=
PI is continuous and similarly for g
~
.
Proof. We only consider g
‘
.
Case 1: x[0,#R) intersects n~1(S) in"nitely often.
Let E
1
(E
2
(2 be the elements of E that x[0,#R) intersects. From Lemma 3.5,
Y
i|N
pf(E
i
)"p3 L
=
PI
is a single point. Since pf(E
i
)WL
=
PI is a decreasing sequence of compact sets in L
=
PI , then for each
d’0, there is i
0
so that "i’i
0
, the diameter of pf(E
i
)WL
=
PI (d. If z is su$ciently near x then
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Fig. 6. Successive intersections with E.
z[0,#R) will intersect E
i
therefore
g
‘
(z)3pf(E
i
)WL
=
PI .
Hence the distance from g
‘
(z) to g
‘
(x)(d. This implies that g
‘
is continuous at x.
Case 2: x[0,#R) has "nite intersection with n~1(S).
There is s
1
*0 with x[s
1
,#R) Wn~1(S)"0. Let x@"xs
1
. Since
x
i
Px Q x
i
s
1
Px@,
we may assume that x[0,#R) Wn~1(S)"0. Consider a sequence x
i
Px, and let
m
i
"Dx
i
[0,#R)Wn~1(S)D,
where D<D denotes cardinality of <, which can also be R. Recall the constant J
0
given in Lemma
3.4. Passing to a subsequence, either m
i
takes a constant value )J
0
for all i, or m
i
’J
0
for all i.
Case 2.1: m
i
"0 for all i.
We may assume all c
i
"x
i
[0,#R) and c
0
"x[0,#R) are contained in the set PI . By Lemma
3.3, c
0
and each c
i
are (K,K)-quasigeodesics of PI . The proof in this case is "nished by Lemma 3.7
with k
1
"K.
Before addressing the case m
i
’0 we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.10. Fix j*1. Suppose m
i
*j!1 for all i. Let v
i
be the j-th intersection of x
i
[0,#R) with
n~1(S), if it exists, otherwise let v
i
"g
‘
(x
i
). Then v
i
converges to g
‘
(x) in PI XL
=
PI .
Proof. First suppose j"1, and let v
i
"x
i
t
i
with t
i
3[0,#R]. By Lemma 3.3 the segments or rays
[x
i
, v
i
) are all (K,K)-quasigeodesics of PI . In addition
t
i
P#R, as x[0,#R) Wn~1(S)"0 and x
i
Px.
Again by Lemma 3.7 with k
1
"K we conclude that v
i
Pg
‘
(x).
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Suppose now that m
i
*j!1 for all i, and let w
i
be the (j!1)th intersection. We assume by
induction that w
i
Pg
‘
(x). Let f
i
"[w
i
, v
i
], so each f
i
is a K-quasigeodesic, (see Fig. 6). If f
i
is not
escaping compact sets in PI , then passing to a subsequence f
i
accumulates on some u3PI , leading to
a contradiction as follows: if u3xR, then since each f
i
!Mw
i
N is separated from x by at least one
element of E, this would imply that xR
‘
has to intersect E, contradiction. In the other case, x and
u are not on the same #ow line, contradicting the Hausdor! orbit space condition.
The paths f
i
therefore escape to in"nity in PI . These paths are K-quasigeodesics, so their
diameters are shrinking to zero in a topological metric on PI XL
=
PI . Since w
i
Pg
‘
(x) it then follows
that v
i
Pg
‘
(x). Induction now completes the proof of the lemma. h
Case 2.2: m
i
"m is a constant with 0(m)J
0
.
Apply Lemma 3.10 with j"m#1. Then m
i
"m*j!1 so Lemma 3.10 implies that
g
‘
(x
i
)Pg
‘
(x).
Case 2.3: m
i
’J
0
for every i.
Let y
i
be the corresponding (J
0
#1)th intersection. Applying Lemma 3.10 again, then
y
i
Pg
‘
(x). Let C
i
3E be the lift of S containing y
i
.
If there is an in"nite subsequence i
l
with C
i (l)
"C for all l, then because y
i (l)
Pg
‘
(x), it follows
that g
‘
(x)3L
=
C. But for any l, the #ow line through x
i (l)
intersects a sequence E
1
(2(E
J0
3E
before intersecting C
i (l)
"C. But
x[0,#R)LpbE
1
N g
‘
(x)3pbE
1
and in addition g
‘
(x)3 L
=
CLpfE
J0
, because E
J0
(C"C
i (l)
. Therefore pbE
1
WpfE
J0
O0 con-
tradicting Lemma 3.4. We may therefore assume up to taking a further subsequence that all C
i
are
distinct from each other.
Note that there is E
0
3E such that E
0
(C
i
for all i: for instance take any E
0
so that x3Fr(E
0
).
Applying Lemma 3.5, there is a subsequence i
l
so that pfC
i (l)
approaches a single point of L
=
PI in
the Hausdor! topology of closed sets of PI XL
=
PI . This point must be g
‘
(x). This is because
y
il
3pf(C
i (l)
) and y
i (l)
Pg
‘
(x),
again by Lemma 3.10 with j"J
0
#1. Therefore the sequence g
‘
(x
i(l)
)3pf (C
i (l)
) approaches
g
‘
(x).
The arguments of cases 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, show that given any sequence x
i
Px, there is always
a subsequence x
i (l)
for which g
‘
(x
i (l)
)Pg
‘
(x). This implies that the original sequence
g
‘
(x
i
)Pg
‘
(x). This "nally "nishes the proof of Proposition 3.9. h
Propositions 3.6, 3.8 and 3.9 show that orbits in X satisfy conditions (a)}(c) of Theorem 1.4 as
orbits in PI XL
=
PI . Since PI XL
=
PI embeds continuously in H3XS2
=
, it follows that they also satisfy
these conditions as seen in H3XS2
=
. Theorem 1.4 then implies that orbits of UI in PI are uniformly
quasigeodesic in H3 (hence also in PI ). Recall that X@"X
n~1
and X"X
n
, so what we proved is the
following: if orbits in X
n~1
are uniform quasigeodesics, then orbits in X
n
are also uniform
quasigeodesics (probably with di!erent quasigeodesic constants). Induction on n now "nishes the
proof of Theorem A.
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Remark. In this article we use the inductive step of this section to study #ows transverse to
Reebless "nite depth foliations. By Novikov’s theorem [36], U satis"es the e,„-cycles condition,
hence Lemma 1.3 can be applied, simplifying the proof of case 1 in Proposition 3.8. However, the
inductive proof we give in this section has more general hypothesis, namely: (1) UI has Hausdor!
orbit space, (2) U is well adapted to a partial sutured manifold hierarchy, that is, the smallest
sutured manifold P in the hierarchy may not be a product sutured manifold; and (3) orbits entirely
contained in P are uniform quasigeodesics. There may be #ows satisfying these properties, which
are not transverse to "nite depth foliations.
4. Quasigeodesic pseudo-Anosov 6ows
Pseudo-Anosov #ows are a generalization of suspension #ows of pseudo-Anosov surface
homeomorphisms. These #ows behave much like Anosov #ows, but they have "nitely many
singular orbits with a prescribed behavior. In order to de"ne pseudo-Anosov #ows, "rst we recall
singularities of pseudo-Anosov surface homeomorphisms.
Given n*2, the quadratic di!erential zn~2dz2 on the complex plane C (see [37] for quadratic
di!erentials) has a horizontal singular foliation f u with transverse measure ku, and a vertical
singular foliation f s with transverse measure ks. These foliations have n-pronged singularities at the
origin, and are regular and transverse to each other at every other point of C. Given j’1, there is
a map t : CPC which takes f u and f s to themselves, preserving the singular leaves, stretching the
leaves of f u and compressing the leaves of fs by the factor j. Let Rh be the homeomorphism zPe2phz
of C. If 0)k(n the map R
k@n
"t has a unique "xed point at the origin, and this de"nes the local
model for a pseudo-hyperbolic xxed point, with n-prongs, with rotation k and Lyapounov exponent
j. Let dE be the singular Euclidean metric on C associated to the quadratic di!erential zn~2dz2,
given by
d2E"k2u#k2s .
Note that
(R
k@n
"t)Hd2E"j~2k2u#j2k2s .
Now consider the mapping torus N"C]R/(z, r#1)&(R
k@n
"t(z), r), with suspension #ow
W arising from the #ow in the R direction on C]R. The suspension of the origin de"nes a periodic
orbit c in N, and we say that (N,c) is the local model for a pseudohyperbolic periodic orbit, with
n prongs, rotation k and Lyapounov exponent j. The suspension of the foliations f u, f s de"ne
two-dimensional foliations on N, singular along c, called the local weak unstable and stable
foliations. Note that there is a singular Riemannian metric ds on C]R that is preserved by the
gluing homeomorphism (z, r#1)&(R
k@n
"t(z), r), given by the formula
ds2"j~2tk2
u
#j2tk2
s
#dt2.
The metric ds descends to a metric on N denoted ds
N
.
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De5nition 4.1. Let U be a #ow on a closed, oriented 3-manifold M. We say that U is a pseudo-
Anosov #ow if the following are satis"ed:
f For each x3M, the #ow line tPU(x, t) is C1, and the tangent vector bundle D
t
U is C0.
f There is a "nite number of periodic orbits Mc
i
N, called singular orbits (this set may be empty),
such that the #ow is smooth o! of the singular orbits.
f Each singular orbit c
i
is locally modelled on a pseudohyperbolic periodic orbit. More precisely,
there exist n, k with n*3 and 0)k(n, such that if (N,c) is the local model for an pseudo-
hyperbolic periodic orbit with n prongs and with rotation k, then there are neighborhoods; of
c in N and;
i
of c
i
in M, and a di!eomorphism f :;P;
i
, such that f takes orbits of the semi#ow
R
k@n
" t D; to orbits of U D;
i
.
f There exists a path metric d
M
on M, such that d
M
is a smooth Riemannian metric o! of the
singular orbits, and for a neighborhood ;
i
of a singular orbit c
i
as above, the derivative of the
map f : (;!c)P(;
i
!c
i
) has bounded norm, where the norm is measured using the metrics ds
N
on ; and d
M
on ;
i
.
f On the complement of the singular orbits M!6c
i
, there is a continuous splitting of the tangent
bundle into three one-dimensional line bundles Eu=Es=„U, each invariant under U, such that
„U is tangent to #ow lines, and for some constants l’1, h’1 we have
f C if v3Eu then D U
t
(v)D)hltDvD for t(0,
f C if v3Es then D U
t
(v)D)hl~tDvD for t’0,
where norms of tangent vectors are measured using the metric d
M
.
f In a neighborhood ;
i
of a singular orbit c
i
as above, (Df )~1(Es) is tangent to the local weak
stable foliation and similarly for (Df )~1(Eu).
With the de"nition formulated in this manner, the entire theory of Anosov #ows [1,2] can be
mimicked for pseudo-Anosov #ows [35]. In particular, a pseudo-Anosov #ow U has a two-
dimensional weak unstable foliation F u tangent to Eu=„U away from the singular orbits, and
a two-dimensional weak stable foliationF s tangent to Es=„U. These foliations are singular along
the singular orbits of U, and regular everywhere else. In the neighborhood ;
i
of an n-pronged
singular orbit c
i
, the images of F s and F u in the model manifold N are identical with the local
weak stable and unstable foliations.
The restriction of F s to M! (singular orbits) de"nes a true foliation; a complete leaf of this
foliation is called a nonsingular leaf of F s; an incomplete leaf may be completed by adding
a singular orbit c of U, and the result is called a singular leaf of F s abutting c. Singular and
nonsingular leaves ofF u are similarly de"ned. The bare term ‘leafameans either a nonsingular or
a singular leaf. For some small neighborhood = of any point x lying on a singular orbit c, the
singular leaves of F s divide = into n sectors, each sector parameterized by D2]I, so that the
restriction of F s to the sector agrees with the foliation by level discs D2]t; and similarly for F u.
All the terms de"ned here apply as well to the lifted singular foliations FI s,FI u in MI .
Proposition 4.2. If U is a pseudo-Anosov yow in M3 then the orbit space O of UI is homeomor-
phic to R2.
Proof. LetF s,F u be the singular stable and unstable foliations of U. A short embedded path a is
a quasi-transversal of F s if one of the following happens: either a is transverse to F s; or there is
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a singular orbit c and x3int(a)Wc such that the closure of each half of a!x either is transverse to
F s or lies on a singular leaf ofF s, and the two halves do not both lie in the closure of any sector
of F s at x. Quasitransversals of F u are similarly de"ned. We need the following facts about
U, F s and F u.
1. Each periodic orbit of U is homotopically nontrivial.
2. A quasitransversal o of F u is not path homotopic into a leaf of F u; and similarly for F s.
3. The inclusion map of every leaf of FI s or FI u into MI is proper.
These facts are proved using the theory of essential laminations [24]; we give the argument for
F s. Split F s along singular leaves to produce a lamination Ls. There is one complementary
component „c of Ls for each singular orbit c of U, and if „K c is the metric completion of „c then„K c is homeomorphic to a solid torus with an (n, k) torus knot removed from the boundary, where
c has n prongs and rotation k. Since n*3 for all c it follows that Ls is an essential lamination.
There is a map f : MPM homotopic to the identity takingLs ontoFs, taking each leaf ofLs not
on the boundary of some „c homeomorphically onto a non-singular leaf of F s, and taking each
leaf on the boundary of each „c onto a union of singular leaves abutting c. Given a leaf ‚LL„c if
gcd(n,k)O1 then ‚ is mapped onto a union of two singular leaves and the map is 1}1 o! of c; and if
gcd(n,k)"1 then ‚ maps onto one singular leaf and the map is 2}1 o! of c; in either case, f~1(c)W‚
is a core curve of the annulus ‚.
Properties (1)}(3) follow from properties of essential laminations proved in [24]. Property (1)
follows because each periodic orbit of U is homotopically nontrivial in a leaf of F s, and because
leaves ofLs are n
1
-injective. Property (2) follows because if o@ is a path transverse toLs, and if the
closure of each component of o@!Ls is not path homotopic into a leaf of Ls, then o@ is not path
homotopic into a leaf of Ls. Property (3) follows because leaves of LI s and LI u include properly
in MI .
In order to prove the proposition, the key facts to prove are that O is a two-dimensional manifold
and that it is Hausdor!.
Suppose there are e,„-cycles of UI for e arbitrarily small and „ arbitrarily big. We can then
choose x
i
Px3MI and t
i
P#R so that y
i
"x
i
t
i
Px. Let a
i
"x
i
[0, t
i
]. If x
i
, y
i
are in the same
local orbit of UI near x, then a
i
can be easily completed to a closed orbit, contradicting Property (1)
above. If the endpoints of a
i
are not in the same local orbit and e is su$ciently small, then the
endpoints of a
i
may be joined by a path b which is a quasitransversal to eitherFI s orFI u; but b is
path homotopic to a
i
, contradicting property (2) above.
This implies that O is locally two-dimensional. We next prove that it is Hausdor!. The proof
given for Anosov #ows in [16] goes through almost verbatim, with slight changes to take
pseudo-Anosov behavior into account, or we may proceed as follows.
Let x
i
Px, y
i
"x
i
t
i
Py in MI . We "rst want to show that t
i
is bounded. Assume then up to
taking a subsequence that t
i
P#R. If x lies on a singular orbit c of U, pass to a subsequence so
that x
i
lies in a single sector of FI s near x. Now vary x
i
to nearby z
i
, so that
z
i
Px, z
i
3=I s(x
i
) W=I u(x).
Since #ow lines in the stable foliation converge together exponentially it follows that there are
s
i
P#R with w
i
"z
i
s
i
Py. The sequence z
i
forms an unbounded subset of a leaf ‚ of=I u(x), and
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hence the sequence z
i
s
i
leaves every compact subset of ‚, because #ow lines are properly embedded
in the leaf ‚* the #ow induces a product structure in ‚. But by (3) above the inclusion map ‚6MI
is proper, contradicting that z
i
s
i
converges in MI . This contradiction shows that the t
i
are bounded.
As the t
i
are bounded, we may assume up to subsequence that t
i
Pt
0
. Then y
i
Pxt
0
"y. This
shows that O is Hausdor! and it follows that it is homeomorphic to R2. h
Given any closed, irreducible, orientable 3-manifold M with H
2
(M)O0, Gabai [20] constructed
many "nite depth foliations in M: for any fO0 in H
2
(M) there is a taut, "nite depth foliationF in
M so that the compact leaves of F represent f.
If in addition M is atoroidal, then Mosher [35] constructed pseudo-Anosov #ows in M which
are almost tranverse to F. These #ows become transverse to F after blow up of "nitely many
singular orbits c
i
, 1)i)i
0
of U. The blown up #ow is denoted by Ub. The blow up transforms the
orbit c
i
into
Z
i
"(„
i
][0,1])/f,
where „
i
is a "nite simplicial tree, and f is a homeomorphism of „
i
]M1N to „
i
]M0N which sends
edges to edges. Each edge E of „
i
eventually returns to itself, producing an annulus A in Z
i
. The
#ow in A is as follows: the boundary consists of two orbits coherently oriented, and the interior
orbits spiral from one boundary circle to the other without forming a two dimensional Reeb
component. Clearly there is a global section to Ub restricted to Z
i
. The #ow Ub is transverse toF.
In addition Ub is semiconjugate to U: there is a continuous map q :MPM, so that
f q is homotopic to the identity,
f q takes orbits of Ub to orbits of U preserving orientation,
f q is C1 along orbits of Ub,
f q is one to one except in 6
1xixi0
Z
i
,
f q(Z
i
)"c
i
.
Proposition 4.3. The orbit space Ob of UI b is homeomorphic to R2.
Proof. Since Ub is transverse to F, then if e’0 is very small and „’0 very large, it follows that
an e,„ cycle can be perturbed to be transverse to F, hence it is not null homotopic by Novikov’s
theorem [36]. This shows that Ob is locally two dimensional. We now show that Ob is Hausdor!.
Lift q to a map q8 :MI PMI , which is boundedly homotopic to the identity map. Let q(x, y) be the
di!erence in #ow parameter between x, y on the same #ow line of UI , and let qb(x, y) be similarly
de"ned for UI b.
Claim. There are m
0
,m
1
’0 so that if x, y are in the same yow line of UI b, then
m
0
qb(x, y)(q(q8 (x), q8 (y))(m
1
qb(x, y).
Given z3M, let g(z) be the derivative at z of q restricted to the #ow line through z. Then since g(z)
is continuous and positive and M compact, there are m
0
and m
1
’0 which are the maxima and
minima of g in M. The claim follows.
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Let now x
i
3MI , y
i
"UI b
ti
(x
i
) so that y
i
Py and x
i
Px. Then q8 (x
i
)Pq8 (x) and q8 (y
i
)Pq8 (y). Since
U is pseudo-Anosov, the previous proposition shows that the orbit spaceO of UI is Hausdor!, hence
q8 (y)"UI
s
(q8 (x)). Since O is homeomorphic to R2, it follows that q8 (y
i
)"UI
si
(q8 (x
i
)) where s
i
Ps.
Partitioning s
i
into a uniformly bounded number of subsegments of length )1, and using the
claim above, it follows that y
i
"UI b
ri
(x
i
) where r
i
is uniformly bounded. Up to taking a subsequence,
assume that r
i
converges to some r, and hence y
i
PUI b
r
(x). Consequently y"UI b
r
(x). This shows that
Ob is Hausdor!. It follows that Ob is homeomorphic to R2. h
Now we prove the main theorem:
Main theorem. Let M3 be closed, orientable, irreducible with non zero second betti number. Let
fO03H
2
(M) and F be a taut xnite depth foliation with compact leaves representing f. Let U be
a pseudo-Anosov yow which is almost transverse to F. Then U is quasigeodesic.
Proof. By the previous proposition the #ow UI b on MI has Hausdor! orbit space.
Suppose "rst that F has a compact leaf which is not a "ber. Then Ub is quasigeodesic by
Theorem A. The semiconjugacy q8 from UI b to UI moves points a uniformly bounded distance in MI .
Since there is also a bound on how much the map q8 expands the lengths of #ow lines (given by the
claim in the previous proposition), it follows that #ow lines of UI are uniform quasigeodesics. This
"nishes the proof in this case.
Now suppose that each compact leaf ofF is a "ber. IfF is a "bration over the circle, then Ub is
quasigeodesic by [43], and the arguments of the previous paragraph show that U is quasigeodesic.
SupposeF is not a "bration over the circle. We claim thatF can be replaced by another "nite
depth foliation of smaller depth that is still transverse to Ub; continuing by induction, eventually
Ub is transverse to a "bration over the circle, and we are done.
We sketch a proof of the claim. Let F have depth n. Note that each component of F!F0 is
homeomorphic to the product of a depth 0 leaf crossed with an interval; similarly each component
of F!Fk is homeomorphic to the product of a depth k leaf crossed with an interval. Note also
that the restriction of F to a component of F!Fn~1 is a "bration over the circle with "ber
a depth n leaf ‚. It follows that if f :‚P‚ is the "rst return map of Ub, then there is a translation map
g :‚P‚, i.e. a map which generates a properly discontinuous, free action of Z, such that f is
isotopic to g by a compactly supported isotopy. Any compact subset of ‚ invariant under f is
contained in the support of the isotopy from f to g, and hence there is a maximal compact invariant
set C of f. Using the fact that Ub is a blown up pseudo-Anosov #ow, the set C is nonempty if and
only if f has periodic points. Moreover, any periodic points are nonremovable in the proper isotopy
class of f; the proof given for pseudo-Anosov surface homeomorphisms in [5] works just as well in
the present context. Since g has no periodic points, it follows that C"0, and therefore f is itself
a translation map. The component of F!Fn~1 containing ‚ may therefore be refoliated by
leaves of depth n!1, staying transverse to Ub. Doing this for each component of F!Fn~1
proves the claim. h
Remark. There is also a topological de"nition of pseudo-Anosov #ows and a conjectural proof
that topological pseudo-Anosov #ows are topologically conjugate to ‘smootha pseudo-Anosov
#ows as de"ned in this article. For our present purposes the only properties of a pseudo-Anosov
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#ow we are using are Proposition 4.2 and the existence of a pseudo-Anosov #ow almost transverse
to a Reebless "nite depth foliation. Both of these properties are true in the topological context, see
[35] for an extensive proof of the second fact.
5. Final remarks
Some observations related to the results in this article are:
(1) The case H
2
(M)"0: In general not much is known in this case. First of all, we stress that the
proofs here depend fundamentally on the fact that the compact leaves, if not "bers, correspond to
quasi-Fuchsian subgroups. Hence their lifts have excellent geometric properties. As seen in
Proposition 2.2, this has strong geometric consequences for all the steps in the hierarchy. In the
case H
2
(M)"0 there is no place to start with, in particular there is no known object with good
geometric properties in this case.
The only work done in this direction concerns slitherings over the circle or uniform foliations as
analyzed by Thurston [42]. Examples of these are stable foliations of Anosov #ows which lift to
foliations with Hausdor! leaf space in the universal cover, so that the #ows are not topologically
conjugate to suspensions. Many examples are non Haken [16,39]. If the manifold is atoroidal, then
Thurston produces pseudo-Anosov #ows transverse to these foliations. It turns out that such #ows
are also quasigeodesic. The tools used by Thurston are completely di!erent than those used here:
In particular, once the transverse pseudo-Anosov #ow is constructed, the quasigeodesic property
follows very easily (as in [43]) from the bounded distance between leaves ofFI (uniform property).
Roughly the leaf space of FI has a measure which is quasi-isometric to distance and also #ow
distance between leaves. This immediately implies the quasigeodesic behavior. Using the
quasigeodesic property Thurston [42] also shows the continuous extension property [11,19] for
the leaves of FI in this case.
(2) Relation to Thurston’s conjecture on existence of xnite covers which xber over the circle:
Surprisingly this conjecture is far from being decided one way or the other. If the conjecture
is true, or if one is in a case where the conjecture is true, then there is a quasigeodesic pseudo-
Anosov #ow in a "nite cover of the manifold. A priori this does not help in producing
a quasigeodesic #ow in the manifold. However there is an immersed #ow in M, which is
quasigeodesic, namely the projection of the #ow from the "nite cover. This may give some
interesting information: for instance studying how this ‘immerseda #ow interacts with immersed
incompressible surfaces.
(3) Flows in other types of manifolds (not a priori hyperbolic): First of all, there should not be too
much di!erence between the hyperbolic and Gromov negatively curved cases. In particular all the
arguments in this article work in the Gromov negatively curved case (even though when there is
a compact leaf in the foliation then Thurston proved that in fact M is hyperbolic [40]). The
arguments in the slithering case work in the negatively curved case [42]. In fact in that case it has
not been proved yet that M is hyperbolic, only that n
1
(M) is Gromov negatively curved * using
results of Gabai}Kazez [23] on group negative curvature. As for spaces which are not Gromov
negatively curved, there has not been any systematic study of quasigeodesic #ows yet, but there are
many well known examples of quasigeodesic #ows in any 3-manifold "bering over the circle,
geodesic #ows in the unit tangent bundle of hyperbolic surfaces, etc.
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(4) Quasigeodesic Anosov yows in hyperbolic manifolds: This property has been extensively
analysed by the "rst author [16}18]. If true it would imply important consequences for the
topology of the stable/unstable foliations of the #ow [17] and also for homotopic properties of
closed orbits of the #ow [17]. Still at this point it is very much an open question whether there are
examples of quasigeodesic Anosov #ows in hyperbolic manifolds.
(5) Orbits and ideal points of yow lines: Consider the case of a "bration with pseudo-
Anosov monodromy and U a transverse pseudo-Anosov #ow. Then no two orbits of UI
have the same forward and backward ideal point in S2
=
(notice that Thurston proved that
M is hyperbolic [41]). For instance, orbits in the same stable leaf (in MI ) have the same forward
ideal point but not the same backward ideal point. One asks whether this property is true for
general pseudo-Anosov quasigeodesic #ows in hyperbolic 3-manifolds. This is not true in general!
In the case of "brations the property about ideal points of orbits is associated to the fact that all
orbits in M move in the same ‘directiona. In particular in this situation there are no freely
homotopic closed orbits of U. In general, there can be closed orbits of U which are freely homotopic
to each other [35]. Lifting these to the universal cover produces distinct orbits with same ideal
points in forward and backward direction. In that case the existence of freely homotopic closed
orbits forces the existence of a pair of closed orbits of U which are freely homotopic to the inverse of
each other [17]. In particular not all orbits move in the same direction, which is not the case for
"brations. In [18] there is a detailed study of when two orbits of UI share an ideal point. This is
determined by the topological structure of the stable/unstable foliations in MI . This forces some
restrictions for an Anosov #ow in M3 hyperbolic to be quasigeodesic* relating to Remark 4. The
results in [18] are for Anosov #ows, but the same results hold for quasigeodesic pseudo-Anosov
#ows.
Finally, if one drops the pseudo-Anosov property then clearly distinct orbits can have the same
ideal points: start with a quasigeodesic pseudo-Anosov #ow and blow up one periodic orbit into
a collection of periodic orbits all freely homotopic. The new #ow is still quasigeodesic but many
orbits in MI have same forward and backwards ideal point.
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